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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:  IAN WOOSNAM      
Thursday, April 30, 2015 
 
 

Q.  Ian, maybe just start by starting the week off here in The Woodlands and what 

your expectations are? 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  Well, you know, after playing pretty well last week and gradually getting 

better, I'm looking forward to playing.  Unfortunately I've got a little bit of a bad back at the 

moment and trying to take a day off of rest today and hopefully it will be better tomorrow.  

But the way I've been playing, I expect to play pretty good and I like the golf course.  I 

played well here when the Shell Open was here, so I think I had a third once, so yeah, 

looking forward to it. 

 

Q.  Is this your first Champions Tour start here? 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  No, this is my -- I played in Tucson, Mississippi.  

 

Q.  At the Woodlands. 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  Oh, yes, this is the first time I've been here for, what, 20 years, whatever.  

I played the Shell Open here but this is the first time on the Champions. 

 

Q.  So what do you remember about the course and what have you seen this week 

that you think is going to be a difference maker? 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  I don't know.  In a way it's got water on it but it's quite more European, 

you can see all the greens, they're right in front of you and everything.  Fairways are pretty 

generous.  You know, I think at the moment the way the course is playing, it's playing pretty 

long because it's wet and that will suit me again.  As I said, it just seems to suit my eye.  

Sometimes when I say that, it helps me to play better. 

 

Q.  What is the difference maker out here on this course?  What's it going to take to 

be standing on top on Sunday? 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  Well, I think you've got to drive the ball really good off the tee, and if you 

get longer, the better, maybe get up on a couple of par 5s.  Anything on this tour you've just 

got to come out fast and you've got to hole the putts.  You've just got to play really well. 

 

Q.  Is there something that brought you back this year?    

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  Well, I did have an invitation last year to play, but I couldn't make it in the 

end.  Fortunately for me again, I got another invitation.  I want to try to play a bit more in 

America.  I would like to sort of play -- try to get onto the top 30 and try to come back a lot 

more next year. 
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Q.  And then just how's your game suiting up right now? 

 

IAN WOOSNAM:  Yeah, as I said, I got off to Tucson, I wasn't playing too well.  I had been 

playing well, I think it's just getting into the tournament play.  As I'm playing a little bit more, 

I'm getting a little bit more confident as well.  I seem to be improving every week. 
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